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Graduate students: Tuition higher, but loans

are more readily available

by Mike Mclntyre
staff reporter

Students who plan to attend
Saduate school after receiving
chelor's degrees may have to
pay more in tuition, but loans for
graduate students are more
plentiful than for undergraduates.
Tuition for graduate students
at the University for fall semester 1964 is higher than for under-

graduates. Full-time graduate
students who are Ohio residents
pay $1,219 per semester for tuition while undergraduate Ohio
residents pay $939.
Suzanne Fahrer, loan specialist for the Office of Financial Aid
and Student Employment, said
graduate students are eligible
for Guaranteed Student Loans,
National Direct Student Loans
and work study, if they show
need.

She added that she has processed almost 6000 loans so far
this semester and estimated
that about 500 were for graduate
students.
"It is easier for independent
students to get loans because the
loans are income-based and parents' income is not counted (for
independent students)," Fahrer
said.
"THE MAXIMUM amount of

Guaranteed Student Loans for
undergraduates is $2,500 per
academic year with a $12,500
accumulated maximum," she
added, "but the ceiling is raised
to $5,000 per year and a $25,000
total for graduates."
Fahrer said Guaranteed Student Loans are processed
through banks and are available
if the annual income of the independent student or the dependent student's parents is less

than $30,000.

She added the student must
maintain at least a 2.0 accumulated grade point average and
must advance in class status to
be eligible for the loan the following academic year.
Fahrer said National Direct
Student Loans are processed
directly through the University.
The limit for NDSLs is $800 a
year for undergraduates and $1,500 per year for graduate stu-

dents.
"The National Direct Student
Loan looks not only at income,
but at assets, debts and savings," she said. "All of this
information is plugged into a
uniform methodology formula
which determines the amount of
the loan."
She said the work study program is the same for all students, graduates and
undergraduates.
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farmland

The early morning fog lingers amidst a farm in rural Bowling Green across 1-75 east of campus as the sun begins to rise.

DC1I repeated offense Canada GM proposes contract;
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
National Transportation
Safety Board, reporting on a
study of 51 accidents involving drunken driving, said
Monday that one-third of the
drivers involved had a suspended license and nearly
three of every four had a
previous traffic offense involving alcohol.
In one of the accidents examined, the intoxicated
driver had 22 previous traffic
offenses involving alcohol, including four accidents dating
back to 1958.
Safety Board Chairman
James Burnett said finding
that repeat offenders are involved in many drunken driving accidents pointed to the
inability of law enforcement
agencies, the judicial system
and alcohol treatment centers to deal with a problem
that accounts for 27,000 highway deaths annually.
Our system for dealing
with drunken driving in this
country is not a competent
one ... Some hole in the
system all too frequently
keeps it from working," said

Burnett, who once was a traffic judge in Arkansas who
built a reputation for imposing stiff penalties for drunken
driving.
THE BOARD'S STUDY
found that in 37 of the 51
accidents in 15 states, the
driver had a previous alcoholrelated traffic offense. In onethird of the incidents, the
driver's license already had
been suspended. In several of
the cases, the drivers of both
cars were found to have been
drunk.
The accidents, which occurred between August 1982
and June 1984, were selected
at random, although investigators sought out crashes
that resulted in fatalities or
were otherwise serious in nature, officials said.
Burnett said the study was
not meant to be a statistically
valid survey to reflect the
situation across the country.
He cited a few of the accidents in which he said the law
enforcement and Judicial systems "seem to have fallen far
short of what... the public is
entitled to expect" to curtain

drunken driving:
• A collision of a pickup
truck and a sedan on Nov. 18,
1983, in Harvey, 111., killing
two people. At the time of the
accident the driver of the
pickup was already awaiting
trial on charges from an accident nine months earlier in
which he also was said to
have been drunk.
• An accident Aug. 22,1982,
near Oakridge, Ore., in which
a pickup truck, driven by an
intoxicated man, struck a van
in which the driver was
killed. The driver of the
pickup truck had been convicted of 22 alcohol-related
offenses dating back to 1958,
four of them involving accidents. At the time of the collision with the van, the driver
of the pickup had a suspended
license.
Burnett said the interviews
with 40 repeat offenders indicated that treatment programs often have little
impact.
In most states, a blood alcohol level of 0.10 is regarded as
evidence of intoxication.

(JAW leader says possible strike
would result in layoffs in U.S.
TORONTO (AP) - General
Motors presented a new offer to
its 36,000 Canadian workers yesterday, but United Auto Workers
leader Bob White said the proposal did not look good enough to
avert a strike today at noon.
Both sides said a strike
against General Motors of Canada, Ltd. would force layoffs at
some U.S. plants within days.
Rod Andrew, the company's
chief negotiator, presented the
new proposal on wages and
other economic issues in a meeting with the union bargaining
committee less than 20 hours
before the strike deadline. Andrew refused to comment as he
left the 30-minute session, saying he would wait for the union's
response.
GM spokesman Bryon Blundell said negotiations would continue "into the night and all
night if necessary."
White, the UAW's director for
Canada, said his committee
would examine the proposal in

detail before meeting with GM
negotiators again.
"AT FIRST BLUSH, we still
have a lot of problems here,"
White said. He described the
offer as "not significantly different" from the company's first
offer."In a couple of places it
might even take a step backwards," he said.
Asked if a strike could be
averted, White said, "I think
that's almost impossible."
Workers at GM plants were reported to be preparing picket
signs and making other strike
preparations.
"A strike will have an impact
on the states within days, and
obviously the longer the strike,
the more severe that impact
would be," union spokeswoman
Wendy Cuthbertson said.
Union officials described
GM's first offer as a "rubberstamp copy" of the agreement
recently ratified by the company's American workers.
Blundell said GM's Canadian

and American operations were
so tightly integrated that the two
union contracts must be "relatively similar."
THE CANADIAN WING of the
union, often more militant than
its U.S. counterpart, is demanding a 3 percent annual pay raise
and more time off. Canadian
UAW members are less interested in the U.S. agreement's
job protection, profit-sharing
and lump sum pay increases.
GM's Canadian workers are
paid $13.07 an hour, equivalent
to about $7.80 in U.S. funds. The
union says the cheaper Canadian dollar and governmentpaid medical care in Canada
together give GM a labor-cost
advantage of about $7.50 (U.S.)
per worker.
The Canadian union has designated General Motors as its
strike target, and postponed
bargaining with Ford's Canadian subsidiary.

Date rape emerging as widespread phenomenon
Editor's note: This is the first
of a three-part series on date
rape. Names throughout the series have been changed to protect the privacy of the
individuals involved. Tomorrow's story focuses on a woman
who was a victim of date rape.
by Benjamin Marrlson
staff reporter

Many people picture rape as a
violent crime in a dark alley, but
most women raped on college
campuses are assaulted by
friends or dates, Dr. Mary Koss,
psychology professor at Kent
State University, said Monday.
Koss, a national expert on
date or acquaintance rape, said
"It's hard to make women realize that if they do set raped
while they are in college, it's
more likely to happen on a date
than in some dark alley."
She said date rape, an issue
similar to wife beating and sexual harassment, has emerged
recently as a widespread phenomenon.
Koss said it has been hard to
determine whether it is a new
trend, pointing to an increased
acceptance of violence in our
society, or an experience "that

women have only lately gathered the courage to report.
DATE RAPE is both the most
unreported and potentially the
most psychologically damaging
type of sexual assault, Koss
said.
"It's the hardest for women to
talk about even to their closest
friends, much less to the police."
The Bowling Green Police department does not keep statistics on date rape because so few
incidents are reported.
"It's easier for a woman to
believe that there's no way she
could have brought it upon herself when a strange man comes
out of nowhere and attacks her,"
Koss said.
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But when the rapist is a friend
or a date, "not only has her body
been violated but her trust in
another human being has been
betrayed, and her faith in her
own judgment has been shaken," she said.
"She keeps saying, 'I know
him, and he s not a bad person so it must be something I said or
I did.' "
One of the few campus studies
to measure the incidence of non-

stranger rape was done by Koss.
She considers date rape one
extreme of a whole spectrum of
aggressive sexual behavior.
SHE FOUND that more than
half the female students she
surveyed had experienced sexual aggression in the form of
verbal threats, physical coercion or violence at some time in
their lives.
One in eight had been raped,

although many did not label it
that way.
Throughout the survey, Koss
found that highly sexually aggressive men - the 4.3 percent
who indicated they had used
physical force to compel a
woman to have sexual intercourse - thought aggression was
normal and heterosexual
relationships were a form of
"game-playing."
For example, as a group, they

tended to agree more strongly
with the statement "Most
women are sly and manipulating when they are out to attract
a man," and disagreed with
"Most women who say 'no' to a
man's sexual advances mean
ft."
"The men who do the raping
are oversubscribed to traditional sex roles." Koss said,
"not mentally ill as has been

described in previous studies"
done with incarcerated rapists.
Koss noted that "no one kind
of rape is less or more serious
than another."
"ACQUAINTANCE RAPE is
often as premeditated and as
violent as any other kind of
rape," she said. "All rapists are
looking for someone they perceive to be vulnerable."
She added women should
know that "if you show them
that you're going to fight back,
you may not be raped.
Koss cautioned women on being paranoid, but advised them
to De "appropriately wary."
The evidence gathered from
the survey suggests that a female student may have to contend with a large minority of
men who will press her to go to
bed with them whether she
wants to or not - unless she is
self assured, forthright and definite in her encounters with
them.
But rapists are not excluded
from any particular situation,
she said. "Most men are nonaggressive, but who can tell where
that highly aggressive subgroup
- that 4.3 percent - might turn
up?"
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—Editorial—
Detectors advised
Smoke detectors in apartment buildings may
prevent unnecessary deaths in fires. What many
tenants do not realize is that they have the right to
demand that their landlords install smoke detectors.
Bowling Green ordinance 4268, passed Oct. 18,
1982, states that all rental units in the city of
Bowling Green are required to have smoke detectors. This includes both old and new buildings.
But according to City Council President John
Quinn, the ordinance is enforced for older buildings
only if tenants complain to the city.
Landlords will be cited if they do not comply with
installation requests. Inspectors do not search for
apartment buildings that do not have detectors.
Tenants have the right to request a smoke detector in their apartment but many do not realize they
have this right.
Tenants should insist their apartment buildings
have smoke detectors. The safety of individuals
only can be increased when detectors are installed.
A tenant may be saved from a middle-of-the-night
fire.
Having a smoke detector in each apartment
could warn tenants that a careless smoker's cigarette has started a potentially dangerous fire or
that the electrical appliance or curling iron that
was left plugged in might be smoldering - a potential fire hazard.
It is important that tenants take responsibility
for their living conditions and safety. Bowling
Green does not need to risk another major fire this
year.

Poverty keeps trickling down

Reagonomics in black America
by Michael D. Towle
If you're white in this country,
you will probably grow up happily, go to college, get married,
have two kids, buy a station
wagon and a big dog and live
happily ever after.
unfortunately for our black
countrymen, those things don't
happen so easily.
One of my political science
professors recently came up
with an interesting role exercise
that eventually led to my doing
some rather serious thinking on
the subject of blacks and their
integration into the American
society economically.
She divided the class into two
groups and asked us to develop a
party platform. Being among
several die-hard conservatives,
I ended up arguing for the extension of affirmative action policies.
Seems the right-wingers were
tired of the middle class white

Percentage difference in perceptions of Reagan
by whites and blacks.
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Prejudiced

by Art Buchwald
Before we continue this election campaign, I would like everyone to please rise and give
the people running this year for
any office a standing ovation.
The majority have put their
jobs, their meager finances and
their reputations on the line.
Their families have suffered,
their egos have been bruised and
their friendships have been shattered.
I can understand why someone would run for president of
the United States, or even governor. But I've always been bewildered why a person would want
to enter the race for city council,
county supervisor, board of education, or all the other unglamorous elective offices that have to
be filled to maintain our democratic form of government. I
didn't realize what a buiden it
could be on somebody until I
drove over to Maryland to see a
friend of mine, Jim Colby, who
was running for a seat in the
state legislature.
He was holding a "garage"
sale.
I expected to see a lot of
furniture and bric-a-brac, but
the garage was empty.
"How much will you give me
for it?" he asked.
"Give you for what?"
"The garage. I'm selling it as
to."
"People usually think of a
garage sale as a place where
they can buy old books, lamps
and stuff that has been in the
attic for years," I said.
"I couldn't raise enough
money for my campaign doing
that. I have to sell the garage. I
already mortgaged my house up
to the hilt. I figure if I can get the
money for the garage I could put
three more ads in the newspaper."
"You're really determined to
win, aren't you?"
"The country's future to at
stake, and the people of
Maryland are depending on
"It must be hard on the family

for you to go into so much debt.''
"They've been very supportive, except for my brother Al."
"What's Al's problem?"
"Well, the opposition investigated my financial situation,
and although I came up clean,
they found Al had been paying
kickbacks for school supply contracts. So they had him indicted.
He says if I hadn't been running
for office they would never have
found out about it."
"Al's probably just jealous of
you," I said. f'Your wife deserves a lot of credit for putting
up with the campaign."
"She certainly does, especially after my opponent accused me of having an affair
with one of my volunteers."
"She didn't believe it?'
"Oh, she believed it. But she's
a good sport. She said she
wouldn't file for a divorce until
the campaign was over."
"I guess the one thing that
makes it all worthwhile is to see
how many friends you can count
on when you decide to run for
public office."
"What friends? They're all
mad at me because after tapping them for money for my
campaign I'm running 10 points
behind in the polls. Most of them
say if they had known how little
charisma I had they would have
given the money to the Reverend Moon."
"Well, you can always go
back to your law firm If you
don't win."
"I wish it was possible, but
my partners told me they would
just as soon not have me back,
as they don't want to be associated with a loser."
"You really have given up a
lot to run for office. If you had it
to do all over again, would you
still run for office?"
"Of course I would. Losing
your home, your wife, your
friends and your job is a small
price to pay to see that the
people of the state of Maryland
get good government."
Art Buchwald is a writer for
the Los Angeles limes Syndicate.
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male being discriminated
against. "Blacks should never
be given a job over a white man
who is better qualified. It just
isn't fair," they said.
With this attitude it's no wonder their conservative leader
President Reagan to the least
popular president among blacks
in over half a century.
And with good reason. Under
Reagan the median income of
black families has dropped to 56
percent that of white families.
Not since Martin Luther King
led blacks out of the ghetto and
through the streets of Washington has the gap in income been
so wide.
And in black unemployment
the president has faired just as
poorly- Unemployment among
whites has averaged 7.6 percent
during the Reagan administration, while soaring to 17.6 percent among blacks. His
predecessor's gap was 7.7 percent and both black and white
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"joblessness" was lower.
Unemployment among black
youths to up 8 percent from that
of the Carter administration. It
has risen to an incredible 45.2
percent. Compare that to a mere
18.3 percent for white youths and
you can figure out why
blackstake offense at the president's wanting to cut student
aid.
Most white college-age students aren't having problems
finding jobs to help pay for their
college education.
The real problem for blacks,
though, as it has been for the last
200 years, is poverty. The poverty rate under this administration has averaged 35.1 percent,
the largest gap since the late
1950s and early 1960s.
It was less man 20 years ago
that blacks were being forced to
use separate wash facilities,
drink from "negro" fountains
and sit in the back of the bus.
It to scary to think that in 1984
an educated college student
would be for taking away what
little leverage we have given
blacks in this country.
In the Gallup poll, from which
the adjoining graphs were
taken, blacks viewed the president differently than whites on
almost every issue. The majority of whites saw Reagan as a
hardworking, fair leader, while
blacks viewed him as an uncar-

j, prejudiced, trigger-happy
politician.
politj
More than 50 percent of the
whites, but only 8 percent of the
blacks, were willing to say they
believed the president cared
about people like themselves.
Seventy-two percent of the
blacks surveyed described the
President of the United States as
prejudiced. What to really amazing is that 31 percent of the
whites polled agreed.
It to unfortunate that some
whites may lose a promotion to a
lesser qualified black. But it to
not the fault of the black man or
woman that a white-dominated
society refused their parents
and grandparents human rights.
If blacks had been given the
freedoms whites have enjoyed
for the last 200 and some years
the two races would not be In the
state of economic and social
unbalance that they are now.
If blacks had been given the
chances at education that our'
forefathers had, the government
would not have to give many of
them economic aid or provide
welfare services to their poor.
They would be our equals educationally and 35 percent of their
race would not be on the poverty
rolls.
Michael D. Towle, editorial
editor for the News, is a senior
journalism major from Sylvania, Ohio.

The facts behind the rhetoric
by Dr. Michael Moore

Walter Mondale tells us that
our taxes must be increased in
order to balance the federal
budget and thus preserve the
economy. Ronald Reagan says with a slight reservation - that
Mondale is wrong. For us, the
question to: Who to right? Do we
throw up our hands, confess that
we cannot hope to understand
the complicated tangle of economics, budgets, deficits and
thus base our vote on the candidate who has the snappier delivery or the more sincere
personality?
We in Ohio are blessed (or
cursed, depending on one's
viewpoint) with a historical example right in our own back
yard. For 16 years, former Gov.
James Rhodes had practiced
"supply-side" economics,
preaching the gospel of "lowUxes-leads-to-more-industry-leads-to-more-jobs" throughout
the State. Rhode's message was
simple and appealing: We don't

need more taxes, just more industry.
All right, where are the industries? Given our extremely low
tax rates - even allowing for the
income tax enacted in 1971 -Ohio
should have been so besieged by
industries begging to move in
that we wouldiwve had to annex
Michigan to accommodate
them.
Where to the prosperity that
was supposed to result from
Rhodes version of supply-side
economics? Why to it that Ohio's
unemployment rate to still two
points above the national average?
And if university education to
so all-fired important to economic growth, how are students
doing in institutions that
charged (and still charge)
among the highest public tuitions in the nation? (Particularly when so much time in
many people's freshmen year to
spent on remedial work to make
up academic deficits because of
inadequate - and underfinanced

- high school preparation.)
This to not to say that Gov.
Rhodes has been a mean-spirited tightwad who hung pictures
of Ebenezer Scrooge In his office.
But it to to say that in the dayto-day operations of the state,
the governor followed a policy
that wreaked serious damage to
us, and that policy, which the
president now calls supply-side
economics, contains the same
serious defects.
• The first defect is the assumption that lower taxes will
be an incentive to industrial
expansion. Not necessarily.
Ohio's history, under Gov. Rhodes, showed that there was no
necessary relationship. Other
incentives (along with a reasonable tax base) are necessary
- a social superstructure, of
good cultural array, of resources that nourish the spirit as
well as inform the mind. In other
words, today's post-industrial
reality calls for a society that
treats the whole person, not just
the pocketbook.
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• The second defect from historical experience is that while
President Reagan lowered
taxes, Rhodes was forced to
raise them, albeit reluctantly,
and in a piecemeal fashion. It is
ironic that Gov. Rhodes, who
was practicing supply-side economics for 14 years prior to
Ronald Reagan's victory in 1980,
was left holding the bag when
the full fury of the economic
recession hit Ohio in 1960-81.
Who can forget the frantic efforts to balance the state budget
that year, the continuous "temporary" taxes, the unexpected
and almost capricious cuts in
state services, or the layoffs of
most of the part-time faculty
employees at BGSU because of
the sudden reductions in our
state subsidies?

Indeed, Gov. Rhodes' hectic
actions during the latter days of
his administration are the best
proof of just how weak the whole
structure of supply side economics is.
• The final defect to closely
related to the second. President
Reagan can "get away" with his
lowered taxes because he has
the federal deficit in which to
hide. The states don't. The
states have got to balance their
budgets every year.
When Gov. Celeste took office
in 1983, he called for enormous
(by Ohio standards) increases in
the income tax. But, given the
problems of 16 years of supply
side economics, Buckeye-style,
did he have much of a choice?
Even the Republicans in the
state legislature admitted the
need for tax increases: the arguments boiled down to how much
and for how long.
God (and my family) know
that I do not like to pay taxes.
Spouse and offspring give me a
wide berth when they see me
hunched over the card table
working on tax forms. The first
two weeks in April are not a fun
time in our household. But they
are necessary, and they probably will have to go up, given the
kind of society in which we live.
For those services from the government - whether state, national or local - we will either
pay now or pay later.
While it to easier to try to
forget the pain of the past few
years and to forge ahead, we
cannot pretend as though that
part of our past did not exist.
The challenge now to to prevent
our past from becoming the nation's future.
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Expected debate Research money provided
a one-man show
by Beth Macy
reporter

any of those occasions either."
Sherck explained that every
time he sent an invitation to
"Jim Sherck," an advertise- Latta, the letter would come
ment in Tuesday's BG News back unopened and marked "restated "has invited Delbert fused."
Since the incumbent would not
Latta to debate the issues ... 8
p.m. at the Northeast Com- appear in person, Sherck played
a tape-recording. The recording
mons."
Sherck, Democratic chal- contained quotes from Latta
lenger for Latta's fifth district which allegedly had appeared in
Congressional seat, appeared as the Congressional Record and
scheduled last night. The first the Fremont News-Messenger.
Sherck responded to the brief
issue he adressed was what the
ad meant by "invited" and "de- quotes in what amounted to a 15minute
"mock" debate.
bate."
Latta could not be reached for
Sherck is opposing Latta for
the fourth consecutive election, comment, but Mike Miller, coorduring which time the two have dinator of Wood County Republinever openly debated, according can Headquarters and chair of
Students for Reagan/Bush '84,
to Sherck.
"Obviously, Mr. Latta does was unaware of Snerck's plans.
not have to debate," he said.
"It's a candidate's decision
"It sounds kind of like a setwhether he wants to debate or up; it really does," Miller said.
not. It's my feeling that the "It smacks of dirty pool. It's not
debate has become a vital part ethical."
"It sounds like they're trying
of the American electoral procto embarrass the Congressess."
Knowing Latta would not de- man," he added.
bate, he drafted a six-debate
Sherck discussed the national
schedule anyway, sent a copy to
Latta and published it in news- deficit, cuts in educational
spending, the arms race and
paper ads, Sherck said.
Latta was welcomed to appear toxic waste during the brief deat any of the chosen times, but bate and a question-and-answer
period afterwards. About 30 peowasn't expected to, he added.
ple attended.
He criticized the Graham"AT THE beginning of the
campaign, I challenged Mr. Latta national budget, passed in
Latta to a debate, but there was 1981, because it "increased milino reply," he said. "Every time tary spending 100 percent ...
I've run, I've challenged to de- and tax cuts were given to big
bate, but there was no reply on corporations and the wealthy."
by Geoffrey Barnard
wire editor

If you have an idea for a
project in your major that
you d like to research, but
can't afford to fund it, the
office of the associate vice
president for research has
announced a program for the
support of research that
might be able to help.
Sponsored by the Alumni
Association and Parents
Club, the third annual Alumni
Undergraduate Research
Award will provide up to $500

number of independent student research projects, said
Dr. Christopher Dunn, director of Research Services.
Projects must be sponsored
by a participating department and supervised by a
faculty adviser. "It's important tor those interested to
make contacts now with their
potential sponsors and department chairs," Dunn said.
Competition is open to undergraduate students who
have completed 30 or more
semester hours and have at
least a 3.0 accumulated grade

point average.

"Last year, the program
went over very well," said
Dunn. "Out of 15 applicants,
nine were awarded grants of
an average amount of $333."
This year, sponsors have
provided $3000 for the research program, he said.
"We're hoping tor another
good turnout."
HE ALSO said that although most of the grants
were awarded in scientific
fields, all majors are encouraged to apply. "Creative projects in the arts and other

fields are accepted," he said.
"Our basic objective is to
promote self-initiated research and creative projects."

Applications and guidelines
are available in departments
and also in the Graduate College office in McFall Center.
Deadline for application is
Nov. 5.
Additional information
may be obtained by contacting Dunn or a department
chair.

Bird control:
Funding to rid pigeons refused
by J. Douglas Gurnick
staff reporter

It appears that funding to
"control" campus pigeons was
decided to be for the birds by the
University.
Last spring Environmental
Services requested $5,000 in University funding for "pigeon control." The Board of Trustees
refused the request at the end of
last spring semester and
granted no money to take care of
the pigeons at Bowling Green.
According to Dan Parratt.
manager of Environmental
Services, "Right now, nothing is
being done to control the pigeons

dent of Students for Animals,
said whenever a complaint is
fried now, the person filing the
comolaint is asked to call an
exterminator and the expense is
billed to the person or the department the person teaches in.
"People aren't happy with
that so they don't complain as
much," Gorney said.

on campus. It's back to where
this thing started."
Pigeons were determined to
be a problem when Environmental Services started getting complaint calls from "about a dozen
people" that the pigeons might
be a general nuisance and a
health threat, Parratt said.
In 1983, there were an estimated 100 pigeons on campus.
Since the funding was not
tranted, complaints seem to
ave slowed down, Parratt said,
adding that his office has received only three complaints
since the school year started.

Gomey circulated a petition
last spring when Students for
Animals heard about the funding request. When it presented
the petition to the University, it
had over 500 signatures of students and faculty opposed to the
funding.

GREGORY GORNEY, presi-

"We found out that there were
only about a dozen people who
were calling all the time and
complaining. We were very
happy when the funding didn't
go through," Gorney said.
The disease pigeons carry is
histoplasmosis and is very rare
in this part of Ohio, according to
spokesmen at the Wood and Lucas county health departments.
No cases of the disease have
been reported here.
Jerry Rotterdam. Toledo
Health Department official, said
the disease has not been reported in the past two years and
pigeon control has never been
exercised there.
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Dateline

out paying out-of-state fees.
An information session will
be at 4:30 p.m. in the Town
Room of the University
Union. For more information,
call the Center for Educational options, 372-0202.
Theater Production "Story Theater" will be presented nightly at 8 p.m.
through Oct. 20 in the Joe E.
Brown Theater in University
Hall. Admission is $1.50
Concert - Venti da Camera
will appear in concert at 8
p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall of

Wednesday. Oct. 17
Peer Advisor Applications The Student Wellness Center
is now accepting applications
for peer advisors for the 198586 academic year. Applications are available at The
Well, 220 Student Health Center. They must be completed
and returned by 4 p.m., Nov.
o.

National Student Exchange
- NSE allows you to attend
college in another state with-

the Moore Musical Arts Center. Free and open to all.
Public Skating - There will
be public skating tonight
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. at the
Ice Arena. Cost for students is
11.25 with a University ID.
Skate rental is 50 cents.
Dateline, a daily service of
the News, lists dates and
times of campus events. Submissions by all organizations
are welcome and must be
turned In typed and doublespaced one week prior to the
event.

Classes a 'sharp' option
by Kelly Fritz

reporter

Having a music major is not a
prerequisite for playing Beethoven well.
The School of Music has many
courses available for non-majors with a desire to become
proficient playing piano or guiAccording to Chris Buzzelli,
beginning guitar instructor,
some University students regret
not learning to play an instrument when they were younger,
but have taken his class as a
credit elective.
Anna Belle Bognar, associate
professor of music and intermediate instructor, said she takes
her classes with beginners as
seriously as those with music
majors.
"I put the more experienced
teachers with the beginners.
Most instructors love to teach
the non-major students because
of their fresh outlook towards
music," she said.
About 60 students are currently enrolled in beginning piano.
,
The beginning students, 12 per
class, learn to read music, play
by ear, improvise and sample
various styles of music, Bognar
said.

Crime prevention taught
by Dianna Borsi
reporter

Drawing from her own experiences, a former Cincinnati policewoman will be presenting a
crime prevention and self defense workshop at 7 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom of the University Union.
Debbie Gardner, author of
Survive! Don't be a Victim and

director of Survive Institute,
leaves out the suggestions to
stay behind locked doors, statistics and precautions included in
other crime prevention lectures.
"People have the right to be
out 24 hours a day, seven days a
week - but you need the information to make yourself safe,"
Gardner said.
She said she teaches people
how to use their natural abilities
to protect themselves. Extensive training is not needed, she
said.

BJ'S
i43E.w~.F000 EMPORIUM

352-7603

Just 1/2 block east of Main Street

• Pizza • Tacos • Burritos • French Fries
• Fresh Ground Hamburgers • 26 Sandwiches
• BJ's Famous Chili Dog
• 1Q Different Subs • Bar-B-Q Ribs • Chicken
• Spaghetti Dinners • Daily Lunch Specials
• Sundaes • Shakes • Sodas • Malts
"Hi jut Mtrlm M SUf. ..
W Ullfari.il Iti M if QMlrrfl"

Free Delivery-$3 00 minimum

10-12:30 a.m.

"A parent doesn't need training to protect their child - they
naturally have an attitude
change that allows them to protect their child," Gardner said.
"The bad guys don't practice.
They do tremendous things with
no practice at all."
GARDNER SAID this change
in attitude will eventually result
in a change in atmosphere which
will not need legislation.
"People did not respond to
drunk drivers by staying off the
interstates. They made demands and changes that were
warnings not to drink and drive;
it's violence," Gardner said.
Gardner said because students may take more responsibility for defending themselves,
she sees the day when a billboard will say "If you choose to
commit a violent crime, you
may not win."
She said her program is emotional, educational and for everyone.
''Anybody, any size and
shape, any age can defend themselves," Gardner said. "But
part of being safe is knowing
what to do in emergency situations, just like CPR"'

EXPERIENCE the fun and
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STUDENTS WHO have some
Cno training, either through
University or privately, are
enrolled in upper level classes
through a placement test, she
said.
Buzzelli said guitar classes
are conducted in much the same
way as piano. Chords, reading
music and proper guitar technique are emphasized the first
semester. Students also have the
opportunity to advance to intermediate classes or private lessons.
Advanced piano students are
instructed by Virginia Marks,
coordinator of the piano area.
She assigns students to one of six
faculty members. Marks said
students are responsible for
scheduling lesson times.
Students learn to play an instrument for various reasons.
Many want to continue their
studies while others have higher
aspirations - the Miss BGSU
Pageant, solo competitions, recitals or being a paid accompanist.
"We have even had a business
major win the BGSU Concerto
Competition," said Marks.
LYDIA PAGANICO, gerontology major and beginning pianist, has a long-time interest in
music.
"I had taken piano lessons
when I was little, and I wanted
to get back into it," she said.
• 'We have a great time with Mrs.
Bognar. I like to be able to sit
down and play different little
tfer single complaint about
the class was homework. "I
don't have a piano to practice
on," she explained. "It's hard to
Set Monday's homework done
y Wednesday."
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No USG constitution;
discussion continues

Conducting membership drive

Group supports music college
revive this interest," said
Charles Lakofsky, Pro Musica president and professor
emeritus of art.

by Zora Johnson
reporter

Pro Musica, a new support
organization for the College
of Musical Arts, is currently
sponsoring its first membership drive. The group provides financial and moral
assistance to the music program.

quality programming at the
College of Music.
Contributions will be used
to provide more talent scholarships, purchase new equipment ana sponsor ensembles,
said Robert Thayer, dean of
the College of Musical Arts.

Other colleges within the
University have similar programs, such as the Medici
Circle which provides assistance to the School of Art.
The only requirement for
membership is a donation
ranging from $35 to more
than $1,000, according to the
membership application.
Funds from Pro Musica
will help make up the difference between state funds and
money necessary to continue

"For many years, other
musical support groups such
as The Friends of Opera and
The Friends of Music encouraged community interest in
music at the University. The
purpose of Pro Musica is to

by Mike Mclnlyre
staff reporter

members of Pro Musica.
A "Kaleidoscope Concert,"
displaying the many facets of
the college will be presented
by music students and faculty
Oct. 12. Tours of the music
building and receptions are
also being planned.
Membership in the organization is open to all, and Lakofsky encourages interested
persons to contact the College
of Music.
"I believe we have a worthwhile objective, the enhancement of music at Bowling
Green and throughout the
northwest Ohio community,"
he said.

THROUGH ITS moral support, Pro Musica hopes to
increase attendance at public
performances and enhance
communication between the
college and the community,
according to the membership
application.
Special concerts and other
activities are also planned for

Poet says events inspire his work
likes to hear what other poets
have to say."
Robb Jackson added "about 99
percent of the people who come
do write."

poetry editor of The Ohio Journal.
Citino said all his poetry is
inspired by events in his life. He
said even routine tasks like driving down the street can become
a subject for a poem.
"It's automatic, like breathing," he said.
Citino has written several
books of poetry and his works
have appeared in many periodicals ana anthologies.

by Caroline Langet
reporter

Anything can be the subject of
a poem, according to David Citino.
Citino stressed this in his poetry reading Monday night sponsored by the University Creative
Writing Program.
Citino is associate professor of
English at the Marion campus of
Ohio State University and holds
a doctorate in literature. He is
editor of Cornfield Review and

University organizationsplanning to hold events in the Grand
Ballroom next school year are
allowed to reserve the room as
far as a year in advance, said
Nancy Loomis, University
Union space coordinator yesterday.
Use of the Grand Ballroom is
designated on a first-come, firstserved basis to all campus organizations. Other organizations
are allowed to put a second hold
on the room in the event the
initial organization cancels its
function, Loomis said.
University Activities Organization puts several Ballroom
dates on hold a year ahead of
time to accommodate possible
concerts, lectures and banquets
it may have, Loomis said.

Mug It Up
Collect a
set NOW!

On Swrt-tiM Day what could
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SWEETEST DAY SPECIAL
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Beautiful Large Roses
Lovely Sweetheart Roses

140 E. Woost.r. 352-0800
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Sweetest Day, October 20,1984
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"UAO will probably not use
(many) of the dates that they
have on hold," Loomis said.

BUT UAO is allowed to reserve the Ballroom more than
other campus organizations because it plans events for the
entire student body and not a
smaller portion of students on
campus, Loomis said.

Sweethearts for.
Sweetest Day,

Carousel
Beauty Shop

Even though UAO has several
Ballroom dales on hold, Loomis
said there is usually no problem
for other organizations to use
the Ballroom if UAO does not
have a definite event booked for
that date.
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WADE SAID Olscamp disagrees with some of the articles
in the present, unaccepted constitution. He said USG and Olscamp are past the
compromising stage and USG
will not back down.
"Our founding fathers
wouldn't have written the constitution with someone standing
over them telling them what to
do," Wade said. "They made a
radical move and we're making
a radical move also."
Wade said approval of the
constitution must be made by
the Board of Trustees and not
the University president, but
added Olscamp would lobby for
a constitution he liked while
Wade would lobby for the constitution backed by USG.

Special Offer

Events in Ballroom
need reservations
by April McClellan
staff reporter

the University' Creative Writing
Program.
Smith said readings are held
because they are interesting and
give students a chance to near
something new. She said that
some famous writers and some
writers who have gone on to
become famous have given
readings.
These include Larry McMurtry, author of "The Last Picture
Show," and poets Siv Sedering
and Carolyn Forishe.
She said it is "helpful to a
writer to have access to a writing community."

READINGS ARE usually
done by students in master's and
bachelor's level writing programs. Hazel Smith, director of
the Off-Campus Student Center,
has scheduled readings as long
as there has been a creative
writing program. The Commuter Off-Campus Organization
sponsors student readings and
co-sponsors guest readers with

Jackie Barteck said she
comes to poetry readings because she is "at times a poet and

According to its President Bob
Wade, Undergraduate Student
Government has been doing its
job. But he said if put into a
situation where it must go to the
Board of Trustees or President
Paul Olscamp with a serious
matter, it may find itself without
a backbone.
Wade said USG does not have
a working constitution.
He added the proposed constitution has not been brought to
the Board of Trustees because
the USG general assembly was
not in agreement with the entire
document.
"We haven't presented it to
the Board of Trustees because
we weren't 100 percent behind
it," Wade said. "We are in the
erocess of changing it so we all
ack it and we can get it approved."
He said the problems with the
constitution will "come to a
head" this year.

"Past USG administrations
have touched on the constitution, but have not made it their
top priority," Wade said. "This
administration has made passing the constitution one of our
top priorities."
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Stamps recovered by FBI
CLEVELAND (AP) - The recovery of $500,000 worth of
stamps taken in 1977 from a
burglary at the New York Public
Library may be the biggest
ever, a stamp expert said yesterday.
"I'm convinced this is the
largest philatelic recovery in
history, said James Beal,
chairman of the stamp theft
committee of the American Philatelic Society.
Beal, who operates out of
Vienna, Ohio, was referring to
the recovery of a large share of
the Benjamin Miller collection
by FBI agents operating out of
northern Ohio.
The 82 stamps from the 153stamp collection were recovered
in 1963, mostly through the estate of a Pennsylvania stamp
dealer, according to special
agent in charge Joseph Griffin.
Announcement of the recovery
was made yesterday after the
New York grand jury investigat-

ing the burglary recessed without returning indictments.
ALTHOUGH THE FBI had
some suspects in mind, the fiveyear statute of limitations on the
crime had run out before
charges could be filed. "We're
considering them in other burglaries," Griffin said.
Griffin said about 20 burglars
in the United States specialize in
stamp thefts, and Beal said such
thefts have cost collectors about
$35 million since 1965.
Earl Sumners, an FBI stamp
specialist from the Akron office,
said agents first zeroed in on the
missing stamps in 1982 while
investigating other stamp
thefts, including an earlier burglary in which two 1918 "inverted Jenny" stamps were
taken.
The agents came across a
catalog displaying a sheet of the
27-cent stamps, which are characterized by an upside-down airplane. The sheet contained one

The Athletic Band (which plays for the Basketball and!
Hockey games) and three Concert Bands are beingl
organized for the second semester. There will be al
meeting on Monday, Oct. 22 in Room 1012 of the College!
of Musical Arts at 4:00 PM for anyone wishing to be inI
Athletic Band. Students interested in participating in al
concert band are invited to stop in the Band Office,!
Room 1010 or telephone 372-2186 for specific audition!
(where required), registration and performance sched-l
ule information.

MILTON'S

suspicious-looking stamp, so
agents investigated, he said.
The stamp was identified by
the APS theft committee as belonging to the library collection,
the FBI said in its news release
announcing the recovery.
Agents traced the stamp
through the Pennsylvania stamp
dealer to a stamp auction house
in Washington, D.C., and back to
one in Lawrence, Mass.

Kid-porn case investigated
JORDAN, Minn. (AP) - Reports that up to six children
were murdered after appearing in pornographic photos
were being investigated by
police yesterday, following a
prosecutor's claim that child
sex abuse charges were
dropped to protect an investigation "of great magnitude."
The Minneapolis Slar& Tribune, quoting unidentified
sources, said the murder investigation was based on

what children of former defendants in the Jordan sex
ring cases said they saw or
heard.
"We're looking for dead
bodies of kids," the newspaper quoted an unidentified
source as saying. "There are
reports of children mysteriously appearing and then
disappearing."
Carol Grant, a defending
attorney, said the secret
notes about murder and por-

nography would have discredited young witnesses and
harmed the county's case.
Twenty-four adults and one
juvenile had been charged
with participating in the alleged sex rings. One man.
James John Rud, pleaded
guilty in a plea bargain in
which he agreed to testify
against other defendants.
Two others, Robert and Lois
Bentz, were acquitted last
month.

News briefs
Hart supporters split on Reagan

Ferraro says remarks planned

AKRON, Ohio (AP) - Many of the Ohio voters who helped carry
U.S. Sen. Gary Hart (D-Colo.) to victory in the May 8 Democratic
presidential primary now are supporting Republican Ronald Reagan, according to a newspaper poll published yesterday.
A survey by the Akron Beacon Journal and the University of
Akron shows that 45 percent of those who say they supported Hart
now are supporting Reagan, and 43 percent of the former Hart
supporters said they now support Democrat Walter Mondale.
Among those who supported Jesse Jackson in the Ohio primary, 75
percent now identify themselves as Mondale supporters. The rest
said they were undecided or for Reagan.

CLEVELAND (AP) - Geraldine Ferraro said yesterday she didn't
believe two well-publicized remarks by Vice President George Bush
and his wife were accidental, but refused to say whether she was
offended by them.
Ferraro, Democratic vice presidential candidate, was asked
during a question-and-answer session at the City Club to comment
on remarks by Bush that he "kicked a little ass" in last week's
debate with Ferraro. Bush's quip came on the heels of a comment by
his wife, Barbara, in which she referred to Ferraro as a word that
"rhymes with rich."
Ms. Ferraro said yesterday she thought the comments were
planned.
"The Bushes are not the type of people who accidentally let
something like that slip out," she said.

Jesse Jackson to host on SNL
NEW YORK (AP) - The Rev. Jesse Jackson, one-time presidential candidate and this week's guest host on "Saturday Night
Live," says he might step out of character and play some roles in the
show's satirical sketches.
"I've been thinking of doing Eddie Murphy," he said. "I thought
about doing Fritz HoUings, but changed my mind about that. I
thought about doing Bush, but I didn't have the energy to cheerlead.
I thought about doing Reagan and falling asleep, but the show might
bombT
Live from New York, it was Jesse Jackson at a press conference
yesterday at the Rainbow Room to discuss his appearance this
Saturday on NBC's comedy show.
Whether it's the pulpit, the podium or parody, Jackson, a former
Democratic presidential candidate, said he's doing this show for the
same reason he makes speeches: a message is a message.
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On sale in UAO office, 3rd floor. Union
Raffle will be held Friday. Oct. 19

OSLO, Norway (AP) - Black Anglican Bishop Desmond Tutu, the
moral voice of his country's powerless black majority, was awarded
the 1984 Nobel Peace Prize yesterday for his decades of non-violent
struggle for racial equality in South Africa.
Tutu, 53, a visiting professor at the General Theological Seminary
in New York, called the award "a wonderful political statement'
and said it was recognition that anti-apartheid forces "are instruments of peace and justice" and are winning.
Tutu has become South Africa's chief moral spokesman against
apartheid, the official government policy that reserves the best
schools, housingand employment for the 5 million whites and denies
South Africa's 22 million blacks a voice in government.
There was no reaction to the award from the South African
government. President P.W. Botha, contacted by the South African
Press Association, declined to comment.
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ELECTION '84 SPEAKER SERIES
U.S.-JAPANESE pLATIONS

Apartheid foe wins Peace Prize

Thursday

210 N. Main

Friday

Saturday
No Cower

Guess Who's
Coming To
Campus?

Presented by

Dr. Tsuneo Ahaha, Dept. of
Political Science

- TONIGHT -

The folks from
Walt Disney World

200 Moseley at 7:30 p.m.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

The major issues in U.S.-Japanese
relations will be presented along with a
look at Republican & Democratic
platforms on the issues.

Sign up for November 5th Interviews for Spring &
Summer positions with Walt Disney in the Cooperative Education Office TODAY. Located In Room
222 Administration Bldg. 2-2451.

Free & Open to ALL!
Majors: Public Relations, Recreation, Business Administration,
Restaurant Management, and Liberal Arts.

♦Sponsored by the BGSU Social Justice Committee
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End losing streak

Falcons thump Wright State
by Karl Smith
sports reporter

If it's true that it's always
darkest before the dawn, Bowling Green's volleyball team may
have seen their first glimpse of
morning light in quite a while as
they thumped Wright State in
four games-last night in Anderson Arena.
BG has been playing in pitchblack darkness as the Falcons
had dropped the last four
matches and seven of the last
. night, however, belonged
to the Falcons. Heroes were
many in the Falcon victory but
according to head coach Denise
Van De Walle, it was team play not individual play - that
vaulted BG over the Raiders.
"No one had an outstanding
match," she said. "We played
very well as a team and it's been
awhile since we've done thai"
All did not go well for BG
however, as WSU started game

one with a service ace and
tumped out to a 7-2 lead. The
'alcons rallied, and behind cocaptain Becky Snider and junior
Hopkins, knotted the game at 11.
Just as BG grasped for the
lead, the Raiders yanked it
away and preserved a 15-11 victory.
INSTEAD OF letting WSU's
momentum continue, BG used
aggressive blocking to change
the tide of events.
"After losing game one, we
came on in game two and three
with a little more fire than we
usually do after a loss," Van De
Walle said. "We were confident
and performed as a team, which
was nice to see."
Falcon freshmen took center
stage early in the second game
as Kristin Haewski, Laura
Cramer and Lynne Nibert nailed
scoring attacks to keep the
game even at five.
"Our block is getting better,
Lynne (Nibert) Is an aggressive

Take A Break From
Civilization

blocker, she closes the block and
The Falcons picked up where
penetrates the net well," Van De they left off in game four as they
Walle said.
again took a quick lead, this
Not to be outdone by their time surging to a 9-1 advantage
young teammates, seniors with Williamson and Nibert
Snider and Tracy Livesey dis- doing most of the damage.
played some crafty offense and
sophomore Lisa Berardinelli asThe Raiders put on a late rally
sisted on a block to put BG but a Cramer spike and an
ahead 9-7. A see-saw battle fol- timely Livesey dink helped BG
lowed with the lead exchanging thwart a comeback and win 15-7.
hands four times.
A Livesey block gave BG the
With the team on a losing skid,
serve at 14-14 and Cramer
served up the last two points as Van De Walle said that the win
the Falcons took game two, 16- was important in that it instilled
confidence in a team trying to
14.
The Falcons quickly set the regain the form that led to a 5-1
tone for game three as Livesey's start early this fall.
"It was a very important win
dink on the first volley led to six
psychologically," she said. "It's
unanswered BG points.
enough to convince us that we
are a good volleyball team."
WSU CLOSED the gap to 8-4
The win upped the Falcons
before BG freshman Cristy record to an even 8-8 (4-2 in the
Mossholder rifled a service ace.
Mid-American Conference). BG
Cramer would add another and will attempt to improve their
freshman Jo Lynn Williamson fifth place MAC standing when
pounded two spikes to give BG a they travel to Ohio University
convincing 15-5 win.
and Kent State this weekend.

BG News/Susan Cross
BG sophomore spiker Lisa Berardinelli attempts a spike against Wright
State last night. The Falcons defeated the Raiders 11 15, 16 14. 15-5,
15-7 in Anderson Arena.
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HELP US CELEBRATE OUR GRAND OPENING AT:

Spend a weekend camping in
Old Man's Cave Park near
Cedar Falls located in Logan, OH.

DATE: October 19-21
COST: $12.00
Tents will be provided by UAO
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE UAO
OFFICE AT 372-2343

ON OCT. 17 WITH MOVIES, FREE POPCORN,
AND CARAMEL APPLES.

RIDE YOUR
BROOMSTICKS
^

little Caesars

HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE!

:E J-UL

■

pizza! pizza!

_

i-L

As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of
a Mach 2 + F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier
or one of our other jets or helicopters. And
you could do it by the time you're 23. But it
takes a special commitment on your part. We
demand leaders at all

For A FREE Pumpkin

6:30 - 11:30

about our undergraduate officer coniniissioiiing
programs. If you're a junior, check out our
graduate programs. Starting salaries are from
$17,000 to $23,000. .And you can count on
going farther... faster.
.♦in teyoa can be one ofus.
j..

Free!

Pumpkin With The
Purchase Of Any

Bowling Green *
lit

\

3546500

*

*
|

LARGE PIZZA
No. VUd WH, Any OoW Coupe, o. Ota

'
/

Whita Suppli.iL.it

BON

presents
Veteran CBS News Correspondent

IKE PAPPAS

Speaking on

'84 Elections

October 29
Grand Ballroom, Union
8:00 p.m.
For more information call UAO, 2-2343.

;
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The life of a trainer is more
than ice and taping ankles
Mike Messaros supervise 20 to
25 student trainers, run in-service meetings for the studenttrainers, keep up-toKlate medical records of each injured athlete, and also evaluate injuries
and rehabilitate the injuries as
quickly as possible.
"There is much more work
involved with being a trainer
than most people believe,"
Stambaugh said.
In the off-season, the trainers
supervise a rehabilitation program for injured athletes who
still performed throughout the
season.
"During the season, some
athletes still perform despite
being injured. They don't have
sufficient time during the season
to rehabilitate their injuries,"
she said. "During the off-season
we set up rehabilitation programs so they regain their
range of notion and give the
injury time to heal."
After graduating from Bowling Green in 1981 with a major in

by Ron Fritz
sports reporter

The job of a coach is to have
the best athletes on the field at
all times to try and win the
game. The job of keeping the
athletes off the sidelines and
healthy is the job of the athletic
trainers.
Donna Stambaugh, assistant
athletic trainer, likes to see a
player return to action after
suffering an injury.
"The biggest satisfaction for
me as a trainer is keeping an
athlete on the field," she said.
"To see an athlete compete
again after suffering an injury is
great."
Sometimes trainers are stereotyped as being people who
just tape ankles and supply ice
to an athlete, but there is much
more work involved, according
to Stambaugh.
IN ADDITION to taping and
icing, Stambaugh, head trainer
Bill Jones, and assistant trainer

Classifieds
LOST & FOUND
Found 1 dorm key In 8A bidg 3.30 Wad
10/10 Cal B* al 372 4330 lo identity.

' ADVERTISING CLUB '
Meeting Wed. Oct. 17th
1:00 pm, 117 BA

FOUND WOMEN'S WRISTWATCH - GOLD
PULSAR OUARTZ IN BA 101 ON FRIDAY
OCT 5 AT 3 30 CALL 354 8426

ATTENTION
FASHION MERCHANDISING
NUTRITION. TEXTILE INTERIOR DESIGN.
RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT. CHILO 1 FAMILY DEVELOPMENT. EARLY CHILDHOOD s
HOME EC MAJORS JOIN THE BGSU STUDENT HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION
IBGSHEA) SIGN UP HOME EC BLDG OCT
22.24,25

Losl Amtncan flag on ma day ot the entiRaagan Rally Probably losl al Manorial Hal or
Student SErvices II found please contact Lauri
at 354-1576

RIDES

ATTENTION THE STUDENT NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION WILL BE HAVING A
MEETING WEDNESDAY OCT 17 AT 7 30
PM IN 210 HAYES HALL ALL EDUCATION
MAJORS PLEASE ATTEND1

Ride needed to OU lor the weekend ol Oct 19.
Can leave anytime alter 2 00 on Thurs WM
help with gas and driving Please cal Deb al
372-5974

BG Coop Nursery School Garage Sale 31
famaes Oct 20 9am-5pm. Oct 21 12 noon
4pm Fabulous deals, lurntture. baby items,
h n . clothes DOOMS, plus more, baked goods
Teen Center. Fairgrounds

2 girts need ride to OSU
Oct 19-21
Gas money Cal 372 5068
HELP* I need a ride to and. or from Chicago the
weekend of 10/20 WU help with gaa. conversation, munches and tun I HAVE lo get home.
Call Cathy 372-4691

STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDREN GENERAL MEETING SUNDAY
OCT 21 110 BA BLDG AT »:00 pm. QUEST:
BRENT BOROEN FROM CLARKE INSTITUTE
FOR DEAF ALL EDUCATORS WELCOME!

Ride needed to Warren thrs Friday W* help
with gaa 354-8521

JOIN THE BGSU HOME ECONOMICS
ASSOCIATION TODAY"' FOR MORE
INFORMATION CONTACT AMY OR
BARB AT 354-5768 or OCMB »6268
PUMPKIN SALE
OCTOBER 24
11-4
FORUM. STUDENT SERVICES
SPONSORED BY CHARITIES BOARD. VIP

SERVICES OFFERED
GUARANTEED STUDENT FINANCIAL AID FOR DETAILS WRITE
ACADEMIC RESEARCH. BOX 9128C TOLEDO. OH 43697
Fouts Typing
excelenl quality
UDesver
SO'/pg DS
On Campus pick up
$1/P9
Mrs Fouts. 669-2579

STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDREN SWEETEST DAY FLOWER SALE.
CARNATIONS OF ANY COLOR SI. UNION
OVAL. FRIDAY, OCT. 11. IF BAIN. UNIVERSITY HALL.
The Student Wetness Center is now taking
applications lor peer advisors lor the 19851986 academic year Appbcarons are avaaable
al The Wei. 220 Student Health Center, and
must be returned by 4.00 pm., Nov. 6

DJ and SUPER-SOUND SYSTEM for PARTIES.
DANCES. FORMALS Cal STEVE. 535-0896
or 242-4682
DISC JOCKEY
BEST MUSIC. LOWEST RATES
CALL DAVE J 372 1906

Do you have an viterest in WOMEN S ISSUES?
Women lor Women (campus femvusls, wrl be
sponsoring a Planning Coeectrve mealing on
Thursday Oct 16 at 7.30 pm in the Faculty
Lounge. Union For more information
cal 372-2281

Tucker Typing & Word Processing
Cassette tapes, papers, resumes
Nancy 352 0809
Abortion, pregnancy tests, student rales Center lor Choice, downtown Toledo 419-2567769

The Falcon Marching Band1
Capture me excrtemenl ol the 1984 season.
order your atjum or cassette today' Only
$6 00 aa Charge thru the Bursar. Cal U
Bands at 372-2181

PERSONALS

TO PREVIOUS

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited b> Margaret Farrar and Trade Jaffe

MM

15 "A thousand
16
\7
IS
20
22
23
24
26
29
32
33
34
36
37

Golf club
Author Si Johns
A bat em en i
Havaahotdovar
Aunt, in Aude
Laary, m a way
Snip a support
Cloud-related
prafii
Food specialist
Goodtasie
Woo
Teetmg locale
Nickname for a
child
Rustic ol Olden
days

Alpha Gamma Delta Softbaaars.
We trakWd. played 0. and pounded the oai
The AGO softBalers surely gave It our al.
Four years as Champa - we've kept It akve
Now lei's set our goals on number FIVE!
WAY TO BE IN AGP"
Anita ft Bob, Congrats on your engagement.
Two Alpha Sig DG weddings In one year. Do
you think mom can handle It? We'll sea you
In the While House (146 S. Collagen Carl
Ann Wahl (Bar Bunny)
Here's your personal ••
Are you happy now1*
ATTENTION: New member Panhollenlc
Council: Get ready lor a greet and fun year.
You guys are the beell
Lose, Your fun advisor
GO FOH ITI
JOIN THE ORIENTATION TEAM.
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN
408 STUDENT SERVICES
Delta Upsllon Little Slater Cok.nli.tlon Rush
Tonight 7:30-9:00
OU Little Sis Rush
DU Little Sis Rush
OU Little SIS Rush
Meal the Brothers ol Delta Upsllon Tonight
7:KH:00
Chris.
Thanks tor one ol the best weekends I've
ever hid! The dinner was great, the drinks
ware even better, but you are the BESTII km
you, Llsal
Clueless KD's ol the week land you know who
you ere')
No Jukes' Hey. are we rukers or

lokeia?"
COMING SOON"""!'
ALPHA PHI CARDIAC ARREST
ALPHA PHI CARDIAC ARREST
ALPHA PHI CARDIAC ARREST
LOOKOUT

PUZZLE
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DOWN
i Small fastener
2 Fiiover
3 Detail
4 Special dish
5 Spring (from)
6 Recaption
7 PuMI/er winning
novallai. 1958
8 Space vah*c la
9 Greek letter
10 Leave
defenseless
ii Hibarnia
12 Scoter
13 Mrs Shakespeare

40
41
43
44
48

19 Sal to work
21 Paat
24 Embitters
25 Knitter's term
26 Platoon id's
27 Stereotyped
28 Old a Quick
sawing job
29 Overcharge
30 Ecole attendee
31 Circus star
33 Daky farmer's
need
35Colonl»rsol
■ son
37 Whodunit item
38 Consumed with
relish

HP"

1"

r

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
55
56

Barely any
Bibb, tor one
Most unfriendly
Thus,inLa1ln
Authoritative
figure
Vessels of WWII
Bide —
Quaker leader
Decor touch
Wing, m SI Lo
Reclined
Wild sheep of
Asia
Ewe scan
Table of e type

BG News/Phil MaMurzo
Assistant trlaner Donna Stambaugh applies an ice bag to the ankle of Bowling Green sophomore
punter/kicker Paul Sllvi. Working on injuries is Just one of many duties BG trainers do.

whatever sport they're involved
with."
Being a female trainer for
male sports poses no problems
for Stambaugh.
"It's just like being a male
DOUGBERGER
I AM SO PROUD TO HAVE YOU AS MY
UTTLE
YOU HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO
BE A GREAT SKJ-EP THE NEXT TWO
YEARS ARE GOING TO BE EXCELLENT. BUT
NEXT TIME LET'S DRINK ONLY WINE
JEFF
REMEMBER TO PICK UP YOUR
ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW
THROUGH OCT.24. 6:00 PM
Delta Uplllon Little Sitter Colonlntlon Ruth
Tonight 7:30-0:00
DU LHIIe Sis Ruth
DU Little Sis Rush
OU Little Sis Rush
Meet the Brothers ol Dells Upallon Tonight
7:30-9:00
"VOTE " VOTE "
Olympic Kappalon God A Ooddeas
UMIV Hall
O-SWod-Frl

CONGRATULATIONS " KIM HYMAN. HEIDI
HOSICK. SUE REICHERT. 1 SUE LEVY
INITIATION DAY IS FINALLY HERE
AGO LOVE. THE GAMBUSTERS
DAVE MARTIN -I had so much lun Saturday
The Brothers of Delta Upseon realy know how
to have a Homecoming Thank you lor a very
special evening Colleen
DEAR JOHN WATSON. KEVIN TULLEY JOHN
HARTSTAIN AND MIKE SIMPSON
SORRY WE LEFT YOU AT HOMECOMINGDO YOU HATE US? ITS NOTHING PER
SONAL. CAN WE CALL YOU?
WE WANT
OUR FAVORS WHAT ABOUT THAT ALPHA
PHI DATE PARTY DON'T HOLD YOUR
BREATH ATTENTION WOMEN OF BGSU
BEWARE OF THE ABOVE NAMED. THEY GO
HARP OR PONT 00 AT ALL
Dear Phi Pars- To be chosen as your sweetheart la a special gift and a true honor for a
housemom I love the roses and al ol you' Mary
Diana Roneyt
Happe Birthday! You finally made HI Happy
21 si! Love your roomie!

trainer in female sports, there is
no difference," she said. "I just
hope to have an athlete's respect."

" VOTE •• VOTE ••
Olympic Kappalon God ft Qodd.tt
Unh. Hall
t-S Wed.-Frl
'
SLOW READER?
Want to cut your study lime in hair? Thirda?
There la no need to pay hundreds ot doftsrs to
commercial reading outfits Sign up for EDO
101. a credited 2 hour course m Speed
Reading Uneke commerces reading programs.
EDCI 101 teaches you lo reed difficult cotege
level material faster, while increasing comprehension
Average gain
153 words per minute
Range of gams to 600 words par minute
Spring Semester 1985 - two (21 sections
offered {additional sectiona wet be added it
needed)

Hay KEN DOLL and the LAMBDA CHI'SI
What a fantastic Homecoming' You guys realy
can pick a Classy place Hey Prez. are you sure
you are who you say you are? Stay away Irom
my green plants' Thanhs Kant
Love, the Phi Mu Barbie Pol

SUE.
HOMECOMING WAS EXCELLENT. IT HAD TO
BE THE BEST TIME I'VE HAD THIS YEAR
THANKS FOR BEING A PART OF IT I HOPE
WE CAN SHARE MORE TIMES TOGETHER
REG

GO FOR ITI
JOIN THE ORIENTATION TEAM
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN
405 STUDENT SERVICES

Sweetheart • Thanks for a fantastic weekend
The indoor picnic waa wonderful and so e/e
you!
K

T-SHIRTS • • T-SHIRTS ■ • T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM PARTIES, ETC.
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY. GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS 364-3098
HICKEY BABY
GET PSYCHED FOR OUR SPECIAL DATE'
CAUSE ITS GOING TO BE GREAT! GET
READY TO TWIST THE NIGHT AWAY!
LOVE YA. ALPHA PHI TOOT8IE
Intramural Bowling: Women's
entries due. Oct. 17
101 Student Rec Center
John, You wi be a great Orientation leader
Lel'a get more ol Kohl to sign up.
1st floor
Hipp, 21 it Birthday!
I Love you, Marty
Leah Wag»u ft Carrie Roads.
Congratulations on your NMPC offices of President ft Puokcity Ch Show em what our baby
squvrers can do
Love. The Sisters ot Alpha Gamma Delta
U'K«n Quesada
I know the AX hunt la getting you down, but
hold your head up high and amUe. cur your big
sure does love you' Gal psyched lor some
great tamty cataoraBona'-we'l do It up right
Love your otg
USA PASSOVAN EXTRA SPECIAL CONGRATULATIONS
FOR YOUR DG-SAE LAVALIERING TO DAVEi
SORRY ITS SO LATE WE LOVE YOUMi
YOUR DEE GEE SISTERS
MARMADUKE.
HAD A QREAT TIME SATURDAY, ISN'T
JEANNE FUN. I'M SO QLAO YOUR MY (BIG)
LITTLE. DON'T WORRY. YOU'LL GET THE
ROOM 8OME0AY.

±J3
REMEMBER TO PICK UP YOUR
ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW
THROUOH OCT.24 AT 8:00 PM
MY THETA CM MIDDY
HOMECOMING AT EXIT 0 WAS UNFORGETTABLE. FREMONT MAY NEVER BE THE
SAME! REMEMBER, DON'T TALK TOO
LOUD!
YOUR BUDDY FOREVER!!
Delta Upallon Little Slater Colo.iir.ilon Rush
Tonight 7:30-9:00
DU Little Sis Rush
DU LHIIe Sis Rush
DU lltlle Sis Rush
I the Brothers ol Delta Upsllon Tonight

7:3t-ft09
NOBODY CAN PLAY TWISTER BETTER THAN
THE ALPHA PHIS
SO ALPHA PHI DATES
GET YOUR RIGHT HAND GREENS AND LEFT
FOOT REDS READY FOR FRIDAY NIGHT! GET
TWISTED WITH AN ALPHA PHI'

"I enjoy college athletics and
would like to stay there," she
said. "I like the size of BG and
the people I work with."
STEAMBOAT. DAYTONA BEACH. SOUTH PA
ORE. CORPUS CHRrSTKPORT A' Suncheae
Tours "Break From The Booka" winter and son
ng ski and aea tflpe avaaable NOW' New Year's
Eve ski week from SI 55. Doytona from S89, P
adre from $78. Corpus Chriah/Port 'A' from $7
9 HURRY cal Sunchaaa Tours to! free for mor
e Information 1 -800-321-5911. local (303) 49
34703 or contact a Sunchase Campus Reprea
anaatea or your local Travel Agency TODAY!
25' Dreugr.: Bern al Mr Bciangles Tuesday th
u Thursday 7-11 p.m. only lime draught beer is
sold 893 S Mam

WANTED
Male Roomete wanted to eubleaae for Springes
emeshtr $100 month Fum apt carl 354-769
6
F. rmle needed to
■hare 1 bdrmapt
$132 50 mo . alutil incl

353-1643

HELP WANTED

EARN $400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR PR
OVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM HOME,
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO OBUG
The Brothers ol Slgms Phi Epallon would Ilka
to thank Paul Craycr.lt tor all ot Ma work on ATrON? FREE DETAILS SEND STAMPED ENV
ELOPE
TO: LAGUNAS PO BOX 26791. CHI
Homecoming- great job. Paul
'
The Office* Countdown Only 3 more days unW CAGO. IL 606250791
the Alpha Phi Far) Date Party Are you ready to Help Wanted, 19 and over Apply after 2pm
Mr Boeinglae 893 S Mam
get twkwed wrrh an Alpha Phi?
To al cast. crew, and musicians of
STORY THEATRE Here cornea the Bun"!
Aeal Dk
To Our Pike Dates Pat 1 Shawn
The araakend was great, we had a tun time
Drinking Gin. Lemon, ft Sevens and Blue Nun W
mo.
The Impanel House Inn (where every guest is a
rung)
Is forever changed after al that partying
With the police m our room and our bed outside
We laughed so hard thai we could have died
Yes Plus Homecoming waa truly a blast
The only thing wrong was it waa over too feat1
THANKS A IVaLLION OUYS!
Love, Your Phi Mu Dates Arme ft Amy

Artist experienced In keyaning. layout & air brua
hmg. Parttmva.tultime position m Toledo 865-2
400
__
Help wanted tor typrrg ft IBng 2 to 3 morntnge
per weak. Sam to noon Toledo 865-2400
Government Jobe
S1«.559-50.553/yr
Now hiring. Your area.
Call BW-M740O0 tat B-9«4»
Part-lane parson needed to do reading ft other
odd jofie. Hra. 9-10 Mon ft Thura Apply at
Wood Cty Office Btdg Snack Bar, or cal
Debbie al 352-6531 ant 2271

FOR SALE

REMEMBER TO PICK UP YOUR
ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW
THROUOH OCT. 21 AT 6:00 PM
Vcki Wemnaus- Hope you hod a great birthday'
Let'a go party at Uptown with everyone's tavorll
a bouncer' Love, barb
WOMEN'S INTRAMURAL
BOWLING ENTRIES DUE
IN 108 REC CENTER BY
4 P.M. OCT. 17

Russel's Sweats
$11 25
Rec Center Pro Shop
Motorcycles 550 IkghlHawk. 83. 2200 ml, $
1800 CM 400T Honda. 860 mi. $800 Show
room Condition Cal 372-2395 Day,
362-6946 Evening
For sale 2x4 ftUfcat and 4 craw. Men's
RaWgh 10 speed bfce 354-1083 between 6
ft 8 pm.
1981 OUa 88- Royal Brown, loaded, exceeenl
condition Asking $8500
352-8961 after 5pm

00 FOR ITI
JOIN THE ORIENTATION TEAM
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN
406 STUDENT SERVtCEi
THE FIRST MISS BGSU MEETING WILL BE HE
LD OCTOBER 28, 1984, FROM 8-10 PM LO
CATION WILL BE THE ALUMNI ROOM OF THE
UNION ANY QUESTIONS OR CONFLICTS. PL
EASE CONTACT LIZ 372 5600. OR JILL - 372-3308

1B78DataunB-210
Good Condition, snows,
AM—FM. $1660 00 362-8074
1984 Brko and accessory clearance sale. Low
eat prices ot the year1 PurceTa Brke Shop 131
W Wooaler [Downtown) 362 6264
For Sale
Sears bke rack
352-1201

FOR RENT

Artendon eatudtantes de espanol este verano p
asado! Forget this Spangkah muerte de tones'
Hey kids, It's tana lor the AYA m Spain '84 reun
Ion, ft the data has been set Plan your semeste Desperately need 2'3 female roommates spring
r around Nov. 3rd at 3.00. Roberto a taking car semester Cat 354 7595
e of the aangrla, no. we won't be eattng any pee
2 bdrm apt doaa to campus to sublet
cado'ii
Available ImmodMlsly 354-7368
Ware contacting Mick. Marcos. Rosa, ft Ttmo.
1 or 2 person apartment available for eubkseae
so It's going to be a verdad reunion Ptaaaa cal Wrier semester Cloee to campus 354-3231
ma. Jada. 354-5710, or Tank) at 354-8924 to
2 BDRM FURN APT TO SUBLEASE AVAILA
r detaas Don't mraa mis'!
BLE DEC 24th to MAY 29th $260 MONTH
T-SHIRTS ' • T-SHIRTS ■ * T-SHIRTS
10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS CALL AT 35
FOR DORM, PARTIES. ETC
3-2321 AFTER 6 P.M.
FAST SERVICE, QUALITY GUARANTEED
Down
half ol house avaaable now lor the balanc
WIZARD GRAPHICS 354 3098
a ol school year. 1 or 2 bedrooms Near campuj
s Large, vary good condition
652-7365

STANLEY H.KAPLAN
•C -h THE SMART MOVE!

' IB" " " » j

1"

■li

baugh would like to stay at BG
and in college athletics.

For the time being, Stam-

Story Theatre
Story Theatre
Oct. 17-20

KM
Congratulations Donna DIFIora
For winning Girls Intrsmural
Tennis Tournament

FREE info about book "Obtain Maximum College Financial Aid"' SCA. 3841 deal. Dept C6
Houston TX 77025 Phone [713) 668-7699

Experience the run and adventure ol
SCUBA
Sign up or cal the Rec Canter
372-2711

ACROSS
! Slarontht
soc.«lyp*p«
6 Lobttar fMtura
10 Numerical praiii
H Juniper Ira* of the

WHILE AT OU she went to
classes in the morning and
worked in the afternoon as a fulltime trainer at a local
school. She then returned to 1
as a full-time assistant trainer.
"Working at a high school
gave me experience, she said.
Because it was a small school,
the athletes appreciated everything you did for them. High
school training was very interesting."
Stambaugh said she feels the
athletes are different in college
than in high school.
"In high school the athletes
aren't as specialized in one area
and they play different sports,"
she said. "In college, the athletes are far more intense. They
spend half of their time on sports
and it is also a year-round sport,
ALL CHI OMEGAS AND THEIR DATES, GET
HEADY TO 00 CRAZY AT CHEE OMUNQA
SWEETEST DAY 1914

Oct 17. 1984

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

physical education and a minor
In training and health. Stambaugh spent a year at Ohio University, earning her masters in
1982.

2 MALE PERSONS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY T
O SUBLEASE A 4 PERSON APT LOW RENT.
3 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS UTIL SPLIT 4 W
AYS CALL 352 2810 JOE OR JEFF
Female Wanted lo sublease upper part of nous
a Own spacious bedroom Close lo campua N
Prospect Only $120 par mo plus 1/4 ol gas
Cal Gme after 4 00 p m 352-2630 Available
aaaoonaaposatjieorlorsprmgaemesler.
Hey Dudes & Dudettes'
Win a Free weekend tor 2 at
the Perrysburg French Quarter
ft $100 allowance Baal
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Raquet Ball Club

1 FREE
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ORG Meeting
Wed. 10/17 8 p.m.
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Along with thousands
of other great selections.

Archery Room
Rec Center
Eric Walker
354-8448
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